Abstract

The article deals with research on framing effects. First, I will start with classifying different approaches on framing. Subsequently, I will provide a definition of the concepts of frame, schema and framing, expand on framing research conducted so far — both theoretically and operationally. Having this equipment at hand, I will initiate a discussion on studies of framing-effects in terms of theory, methods and empirical results. This discussion leads to the conclusion that studies on framing effects are insufficiently concerned with the more recent psychological constructs and theories. In merely focusing on the activation of schemata, most studies ignore the more elaborate types of framing-effects. Therefore, several empirical questions remain unanswered and some methodical chances seem to be wasted.
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Introduction

The concept of framing is considered to be one of the most prominent features within the field of communication science; the same applies to the concept of ‘fractured paradigm’ (Entman, 1993: 51). This article does not discuss all approaches to framing, but deals with framing-effects on media recipients, that is, media users. After giving a short overview of research on framing, I will define the constructs ‘frame’, ‘schema’ and ‘framing’. This article, however, will mainly focus on a discussion of studies on framing-effects in terms of theory, methods and empirical results.

Framing approach

For a synopsis of the framing approach, a model-related classification — comparable to the one for agenda-setting (e.g., Rogers and Dearing, 1988) — seems to be appropriate (Scheufele, 2003). It takes into account
disparate theories and methods. However, the question that can be raised is how to define a frame; what is framing?

Several definitions of ‘frame’ and ‘framing’ (e.g., Entman, 1993; Gitlin, 1980; Gamson and Modigliani, 1989; Pan and Kosicki, 1993; Tanka, 2001; Reese, 2001; Scheufele, 1999) share a number of assumptions. Frames are seen as patterns of interpretation through which people classify information in order to handle it efficiently. Framing emphasizes specific aspects of reality (Snow and Benford, 1988; Cappella and Jamieson, 1997; Pan and Kosicki, 1993; Reese, 2001); furthermore, specific attributions, evaluations or decisions are assigned to recipients (Iyengar, 1991; Price, Tewksbury, and Powers, 1997; Shah, Domke, and Wackman, 1996; Gamson and Modigliani, 1989).

As Figure 1 indicates, frames — respectively framing — can be identified at three (system) levels. First, at a horizontal level (Scheufele, 1999a; see also Entman, 1993; Tuchman, 1978; Scheufele and Brosius, 1999): (1) journalists or the media system, (2) recipients or society and (3) political, economical, cultural, etc., actors, groups or organizations. Also, many authors set frames on a cognitive or a textual level. Others (e.g., Kinder and Sanders, 1990; Gamson, 1992) see frames as patterns of public discourse. Thus, also at a vertical level a frame can be identified in three ways (see Figure 1)\(^1\): (1) as a cognitive complex of related schemata for references, such as events, causes, consequences (Scheufele, 2003: 65), (2) in public or inter-media discourse, and (3) as a textual structure of discourse products (e.g., press releases, newspaper articles).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System areas (selection)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Levels</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politicians /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recipients /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of discourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of discourse product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Shading indicates, which level or area is under study by which approach.

Communicator approach – cognition studies
Communicator approach – coverage studies
Public discourse approach / social movement approach
Media effects approach

Figure 1. *Perspectives of framing approach.*
This classification allows for the specification of three branches of framing research (Scheufele, 2003):

1. The communicator approach either concentrates on journalists’ cognitions or on media coverage. A sub-field within this approach, which I will call cognition studies, (e.g., Scheufele, 2003; Scheufele and Brosius, 1999; Gitlin, 1980; Tuchman, 1972, 1978) is concerned with journalistic frames (cells 4 and 5 in Figure 1), that is, journalists’ cognitions as criteria of news production. Studies which claim to examine how these cognitive frames influence news production and, subsequently, how they are presented as media frames in news reporting are noted in cell 6. What I call coverage studies (e.g., Entman, 1991; Pan and Kosicki, 1993; Woo, 1996) merely trace structures of coverage, that is, media frames (cell 6). Both perspectives of the communicator approach will be discussed in some detail.

2. The public discourse or social movement approach (e.g., Gamson, 1992; Gamson and Modigliani, 1989; Snow and Benford, 1988) has a macro focus. Here, studies examine which political actors (cell 2) can launch their frames in the media (cells 5 and 6). Media, in this context, are seen as ‘carriers’ for the frames of others (cells 2 and 8) and media content (cell 6) serves as an indicator for the examination of discourse.

3. The media effects approach (e.g., Iyengar, 1991; Nelson, Oxley, and Clawson, 1997; Park and Kosicki, 1995; Price et al., 1997; Rhee, 1997; Shah et al., 1996; Valkenburg, Semetko, and De Vreese, 1999) will be examined in more detail later. For now it is sufficient to mention that studies examine how media framing (cell 6) influences schemata, attitudes, emotions and decisions of media recipients, that is, media users (cell 7). Thus, this approach goes beyond the level of mere cognition.

**Terminology — Frame, schema, framing**

A discussion of framing-effects studies needs a standard terminology, which can be applied to all research. A first attempt toward such a terminology will be made in this section of the article. Most researchers (e.g., Entman, 1993: 52; Gitlin, 1980: 7; Valkenburg et al., 1999: 551) define a ‘frame’ analogously to ‘schema’ (e.g., Higgins, Rholes, and Jones, 1981; Fiske and Taylor, 1991; Wicks, 1992). This would make the frame construct obsolete. In contrast, I will continue to use terms such as ‘schema’ or ‘script’ and integrate ‘frame’ differently. I claim that a cognitive
schema refers to a singular object or relation between objects. One person’s schemata for different objects or relations can form a consistent complex of expectations which I call a cognitive frame. It refers to a collection of objects and relations (Scheufele, 1999a, 2000, 2003). To give an example, a person’s ‘victim-of-terrorism-schema’ refers to victims of terror attacks; the subject, for example, assumes politicians to be typical victims. His or her ‘causes-for-terrorism-schema’ refers to objects causally related to terrorism. Here, for example, the subject assumes international politics to be the main reason for terrorism. The subject’s victim-and-causes-schema are part of a coherent cognitive frame of reference for terrorism as a whole — and this frame can be labeled ‘political frame’, as all objects and relations are seen as political.

The draft outlined here integrates psychological and sociological considerations that were mostly neglected by the framing approach. The notion of template schemata (e.g., Tesser, 1978; Hastie, 1981) defines a schema as a configuration of salient attributes; attributes are, in this context, regarded as slots with default values. Our basic model of cognitive schemata (see Figure 2; see also Scheufele, 2003: 92) distinguishes between (a) the object or relation of schema-reference and (b) the criteria applied to it. Similar to template schemata, I operationalize criteria as a configuration of attributes (Figure 2: Each shaded square is one attribute) that is typically applied to the object of a schema reference. The subject’s ‘victim-of-terrorism-schema’ mentioned above, for instance, refers to ‘victims of terrorism’ and the subject, for example, applies criteria such as ‘politician’, ‘hardliner in Middle East affairs’, ‘being killed’, and so forth.

The idea of cognitive schemata spanning a consistent frame entails psychological research. Network theories (e.g., Lindsey and Norman, 1977; Rumelhart and Norman, 1978), for example, conceive knowledge

![Figure 2. Basic model of cognitive schemata.](image)
as a network of knots. Recent theories (e.g., McClelland and Rumelhart, 1986) assume more complex structures with, between the knots, waves of activation. Hence, knowledge is regarded as a dynamic, adaptable pattern of activation (Clark, 1989: 92). From this point of view, a cognitive frame would be a configuration of schema-knots, repeatedly activated and, therefore, strongly connected. Similar ideas derive from phenomenology and public discourse studies. Neidhardt and Rucht (1993) assume that frame elements (problem definition, causes, consequences, values, etc.) form a consistent bundle. The notions of ‘interpretative package’ (Gamson and Modigliani, 1989: 3), ‘closed field of meaning’ (Schütz, 1971: 265), and ‘border of expectations’ (Goffman, 1993: 62) implicate the same.

This leads us to the following two presumptions with regard to the notion of *framing*. First, framing means stressing certain objects and relations. Hence, journalists or recipients may consider politicians to be typical victims of terrorism — and not normal citizens (objects). Or they may assume Middle East politics to be a typical cause for terrorism — and not a clash of civilizations (causal relation). Secondly, framing also means applying certain standards to objects (e.g., to victims). Hence, journalists or recipients may perceive assassinations of politicians as typical acts of terrorism — in contrast to, for example, the bombing of Western cities. Here, different attributes are applied to the same object of ‘terrorist attack’ (see Figure 2).

Taking all this into consideration, a cognitive frame can be defined as a consistent bundle of schemata, which emerges in discourse, exchanges with other discourses and influences information processing. Take journalists for example; a journalistic frame (level of cognition) emerges in newsroom discourse (level of discourse), exchanges with other (media) discourses and influences news coverage (level of discourse product). Thus, the journalistic frame leads to a corresponding media frame.

**Theoretical critique on framing-effect studies and related approaches**

I will discuss the studies of framing-effects in three steps. First, I will apply a theoretical perspective extending recent considerations. Next, I shall classify empirical studies and discuss them in methodological terms. Finally, I will consider issues of measurement, questions and methodological chances that are left unanswered.

*Agenda-setting*

Similarities between framing, agenda-setting and priming have been pointed out by several researchers. Two positions can be distinguished:
The first one favors agenda-setting as a global concept subsuming priming and framing (e.g., Ghanem, 1997; Takeshita, 1997); the second position regards agenda-setting as a variant of priming, which in turn needs to be separated from framing as a different mechanism of schema activation (e.g., Price and Tewksbury, 1997; Willnat, 1997). The first position is ill-founded, the second one is incomplete.

Following the agenda-setting hypothesis, media are expected not to influence how people think, but what they think (Cohen, 1963: 13). Recent studies on agenda-setting (e.g., McCombs and Ghanem, 2001) identify two levels. On a ‘first level’, agenda-setting is concerned with objects (i.e., issues and candidates). On a ‘second level’, agenda-setting influences cognitive and affective attributes. Thus, two different effects are mentioned:

**Agenda-setting effect.** In emphasizing an object (issue, candidate), the media determine whether recipients regard this object as important or not.

**Attribute-setting effect.** In emphasizing certain attributes of an object, the media influence the importance of these attributes for recipients.

From this point of view, the media do not only determine what we think, but also how we think (Ghanem, 1997: 4). Frames are considered attributes of objects, and framing itself as the selection of attributes (McCombs and Ghanem, 2001: 74). These considerations are not convincing for several reasons. First, although this division has been mostly neglected by McCombs and his colleagues, Benton and Frazier (1976) and Noelle-Neumann and Mathes (1987) had already distinguished between agenda-setting on the one hand and ‘focusing’ respectively ‘evaluating’ on the other hand. Therefore, the idea of two levels is nothing new at all. Second, the notion of issues is simply replaced by objects. Moreover, the construct of objects is restricted since most studies just ask for political candidates (e.g., Golan and Wanta, 2001). The notion of attributes is operationalized disparately, as ‘perspective’, ‘frame’, ‘element’ or ‘compelling argument’ (Ghanem, 1997; McCombs and Ghanem, 2001). Furthermore, the tendency of media coverage — respectively the attitudes of recipients — is now labeled as affective attributes which simply means introducing an artificial new term. Agenda-setting researchers (e.g., Gamson and Modigliani, 1989; Nelson et al., 1997; Scheufele, 2003), therefore, do not meet the demands for separating cognition from attitudes. Fourth, the idea of two levels of agenda-setting is barely convincing. Second-level studies merely study singular attributes, denying that schemata are specific configurations of attributes. More-
over, the fact that a bundle of schemata forms a consistent frame of expectations is completely ignored (see also, Takeshita, 1997: 25). Furthermore, framing is not only a function of the attributes (standards) being applied to objects, but also a function of objects themselves. And finally, agenda-setting researchers leave psychological studies on attribute framing (Levin, Schneider, and Gaeth, 1998) out of consideration; these experiments proved that mentioning a positive or negative attribute of an object — which is called valence prime — determines whether a subject evaluates the object positively or negatively.

Media priming

By repeatedly covering a certain issue, the media not only establish an issue on the public agenda, but also provide issue-related criteria for evaluating, for instance, politicians (e.g., Iyengar and Kinder, 1987). Thus, agenda-setting can be seen as a springboard for media priming (Iyengar and Simon, 1993: 368; Pan and Kosicki, 1997: 11). Iyengar and Kinder (1987) follow the idea of ‘availability heuristics’; subjects do not consider all relevant criteria for judgment, but merely those that are accessible at that moment. An issue covered by the media serves as a prime. Criteria that are activated by this ‘issue-prime’ remain accessible and can be activated again for judgment.

However, original psychological priming experiments show us that some differences exist. First, Ratcliff and McKoon (1978) made subjects memorize phrases with certain words — assuming that subjects build up word associations. In a recognition test subjects were asked to detect a target word in a sentence. The experimental group had been primed on a specific word from the memorized phrases before the target was presented. As expected, these primed subjects recognized the target word much more rapidly; the explanation that was given was that activation was spread between prime and target (Collins and Loftus, 1975). Second, Higgins et al. (1977) and Wyer and Srull (1981) presumed a cognitive link between trait and behavior. If subjects are primed on traits, they classify ambiguous behavior of a target person based on this trait-prime. Noteworthy is that behavior is operationalized as ambiguous, that the prime has to be applicable, and that people should not be conscious of the link; if people are aware of these factors, contrast effects can occur (Lombardi, Higgins, and Bargh, 1987). Third, classifying behavior by mentioning a trait is the most common dependent variable (see Higgins, Bargh, and Lombardi, 1985). However, other variables such as problem solving (Higgins and Chaires, 1980) should be examined as well. Fourth, priming effects tend to be intense when subjects have been primed recently (Higgins et al., 1985) or frequently (Srull and Wyer, 1979). There
are different assumptions with regard to which of the two priming factors, that is, recent or frequent priming, dominates. According to the storage-bin model (Wyer and Srull, 1981) memory can be compared to a ‘cognitive bucket’. Recently primed schemata can be recalled more easily, as they ‘lie on top of the bucket’. The storage-battery model (Wyer and Carlston, 1979) presumes, that the ‘battery’ of schemata is charged repeatedly by frequent priming. According to the synapse model (Higgins et al., 1985), activation decreases more rapidly if a schemata has been primed more recently. For short periods between prime and target, recent priming dominates where longer decays support frequent priming. Most studies support the synapse model (Higgins, 1989; Higgins and Brendl, 1995). Regardless of the evidence available, a transfer of the psychological concept to mass communication appears to be problematic:

(1) Media-priming totally ignores that media coverage is much more complex than a singular word or trait. Even a singular news report can prime differently or even in contradictory directions. In short, media-priming studies adapt a hypothesis for micro stimuli for macro stimuli and, therefore, operate on the wrong level of analysis.

(2) Moreover, experiments on media-priming do not meet the actual conditions of media reception. Priming effects are dependent on cumulative and consonant news coverage of a certain issue. But longitudinal studies (Willnat and Zhu, 1996) or sequential experiments (Iyengar and Kinder, 1987) are rare.

Schema activation through framing and priming

In an attempt to separate agenda-setting, priming and framing, Price and Tewksbury (1997; see also Price et al., 1997) dock on three psychological constructs: Availability, accessibility and applicability (Higgins, 1989; Higgins and Brendl, 1995). An available schema exists in one’s long-term memory. A schema is applicable when cues in new information supplement schema slots and, thus, activate the schema. An accessible schema that has been activated remains in the working memory and is more likely to be activated again. Furthermore, research distinguishes between chronic and temporal accessibility. Recent and frequent priming are said to be responsible for chronic accessibility.

Price and Tewksbury (1997) consider activation the crucial link between agenda-setting, priming and framing. In the case of framing, salient characteristics of media messages serve as cues that activate schemata whose slots comply (or fit) best with these media cues. What I call ‘fitting’ (Scheufele, 1999a) is seen as the core aspect of applicability.
Applicability effects should occur during or shortly after the media reception (Price et al., 1997: 486). Furthermore, a schema, activated by framing, retains some residual activation. The schema is, therefore, more likely to be activated again for later judgment. This new activation is an accessibility effect which can be explained by priming. I expect that evaluation and decisions are, in the long run, influenced in two ways. On the one hand, the media prime recipients by reporting cumulatively on an issue; on the other hand, the media frame the issue consonantly. Price and Tewksbury (1997) add the most convincing concept to separate agenda-setting, priming and framing; still, two deficits remain. First, they neither explain why recipients change existing schemata nor why they establish new ones. In other words, they merely study ‘activation effects’. Secondly, they do not clarify why activating a schema should result in a certain judgment.

Formation and transformation of cognition

According to Scheufele (2003), theories on mental models (Johnson-Laird, 1980, 1989) or situational models (van Dijk, 1988) serve as an explanation for how the media can establish new schemata or change existing ones. Mental models are representations of a situation described in a newspaper article. For example, someone who reads an article on the conflict situation in the Middle East, has already formed some idea of this situation. Yet, s/he will change, broaden and redesign this model based on information in this article. Construction of such a model consists of three components: A representation of the article read so far, the schemata activated while reading the article, and the actual constructed model. Mental models have slots such as schemata that can be seen as the recipient’s unanswered questions. These are either filled with information from the article or with the default values of the schema at hand. This enables recipients to update their knowledge (van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983: 342).

The frames in news coverage, that is the media-frames, and the already existing schemata of recipients converge in a specific way (Scheufele, 1999a). Three issues seem to be relevant (see Figure 3).

1. **Transforming schemata.** Media are able to change recipients’ already existing cognitions (circle in Figure 3) step-by-step (oval) by cumulative and consonant coverage until recipients have adapted their schema to the media-frame (rectangle).

2. **Changing cognitive links.** Relational representations, for example, recipients’ ideas of the causes of terrorism, can be conceived as a causal link between schema nodes in a cognitive network. If media repeatedly cover certain causal explanations, recipients’ causal attributions
Case 1: Attack-framing and transformation of the attack-schema
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Figure 3. Transformation and formation effects.

(link to circle in Figure 3) tend to diminish for the benefit of a new causal link being suggested by media-framing (link to rectangle).

(3) Establishing new schemata. Recipients do not always dispose of a specific schema. In the case of xenophobic attacks, for instance, they rely on their general schema of violence at first. But according to the sub-typing model of schema theory (Fiske and Taylor, 1991) this schema for violence in general and an increasing media coverage on xenophobic attacks will interact, resulting in a new sub-schema for xenophobic attacks.
Attitudinal changes

The framing approach focuses on realizing attitudinal changes. How activation or transformation of schemata results in attitudinal changes could be described using Fiske’s (1982) ‘schema triggered affect’ or an inference from cognitive to affective aspects (Peeters, 1991). Here I rely on two more elaborate explanations. First, the theory of instrumental actualization (Keppinger, Brosius, and Staab, 1991) does not refer to framing, but gives a similar explanation. According to Rosenberg (1956), people tend to have a positive attitude when an object is instrumental for core values (positive cognitions). On the contrary, negative cognitions result in a negative attitude. Keppinger et al. (1991) argue that media alter recipients’ cognitions by repeatedly covering certain attributes (e.g., waste disposal problems) of an object (e.g., nuclear energy). Next, recipients adapt their attitude to those cognitions made more salient by the media in order to reestablish a consistency between cognition and affect. Nelson et al. (1997) provide a similar explanation. Based on the persuasion approach (e.g., Hovland, Janis, and Kelley, 1953), one would expect recipients to change their attitudes based on new arguments introduced by the media. Conversely, the framing approach would lead one to assume that attitudes change because the media alter the salience of recipient’s already existing cognitions. According to Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), people expect an object to have certain attributes (cognitive component), with expectations seen as weights, here. Moreover, each attribute is evaluated (affective component). The overall attitude towards the object results from the product sum of all attributes’ weights and evaluations. From this, Nelson et al. (1997) provide an explication for framing effects, which can be illustrated by the following example; recipients expect nuclear energy to safeguard employment and give rise to waste disposal problems. As the two attributes of nuclear energy have the same weight, the overall attitude is ambivalent. However, if the media repeatedly report on disposal problems, they make this aspect of nuclear energy more salient, that is, disposal problems gain weight in the attitude product sum. As a consequence, the affect that is formed on disposal problems increases in importance as well and attitude tends to become more negative. However, from our point of view, this mechanism only takes place, if most recipients evaluate the attribute, which was made salient by media, in a similar manner.

As a final theoretical conclusion, I distinguish between four types of framing effects. Through media-framing, already existing schemata of recipients can be activated (activation effect) or modified (transformation effect). Schemata not yet existent can be established by media-framing (formation effect), and, finally, already existing attitudes can be altered (attitudinal effect).
Table 1. Types of framing-effects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activation effect</td>
<td>Activation of existing schemata</td>
<td>Short-term applicability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repeated activation (Priming)</td>
<td>Long-term accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation effect</td>
<td>Transforming existing schemata in terms of the media-frame</td>
<td>Consonant and cumulative media coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation effect</td>
<td>Establishing totally new schemata or links between schemata</td>
<td>Subtyping of schemata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudinal effect</td>
<td>Switching existing attitudes or opinions</td>
<td>Shift in evaluative component of attitudes through shift in cognitive component</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A methodological and empirical critique on framing-effects studies

A theoretical critique needs to be supplemented by a methodical as well as an empirical discussion of framing-effect studies. The exemplary studies selected here will be classified according to their independent variables in the first step, and according to their dependent variables, that is, the aforementioned types of framing effects, in the second step.

Independent variables: Effects of different types of frames

Referring to independent variables I distinguish between empirical studies examining effects of abstract or formal frames and studies referring to content-related frames7.

Formal frames. In the context of this article, media frames are labeled as formal or abstract when they do not refer to content. I conceive such stimuli as an equivalent to the schema-theoretical concept of formal schemata such as ‘causality’ (Kelley, 1972) or ‘balance’ (Axelrod, 1973).

Iyengar (1991) distinguishes between episodic and thematic framing. When framing episodically, the media focus on a singular case or exemplar, reminding us of prototypes (Rosch et al., 1976). When framing thematically, the media discuss an issue in more abstract terms. The dependent variable is the causal attribution. In the case of episodic framing, the singular person is made responsible for a problem or its solution, in case of thematic framing society is made responsible. Iyengar (1991) chose a multi method approach. In a number of field experiments, subjects watched TV news selected from a previous content analysis. The subjects either viewed an episodic or a thematic report, and were then asked questions concerning causal attribution. Additional survey data served to test further effects. I need not discuss results in detail here; there seems
to be overall empirical evidence for the assumptions. However, one of
the experiments concerning poverty indicated that it was not only the
formal frame which influenced causal attribution, but also the attributes
of persons presented in the news report. Moreover, framing effects were
not found for unemployment, which could be considered a ceiling effect.
The findings for discrimination and poverty among black people are
problematic, since the frame stimulus seemed to have been influenced by
other features in the news report.

Iyengar and Simon (1993) combined content analysis with survey
data. Evening news during the 1990/91 Gulf crisis framed episodically
and increasingly reported on a military engagement. Survey data proved
that heavy viewers supported military action instead of diplomacy.8
However, this can only be called a media-framing effect, if the majority
of the episodic reports covered the military option; yet the contrary was
true. Moreover, there was no longitudinal examination. In fact, media’s
increasing focus on military aspects as well as population’s growing sup-
port for this option simply was due to the Gulf War in 1991. Thus, the
correlation between media and recipients found in the study is quite arti-
ficial.

Rhee (1997) examined another type of formal framing by drawing on
Patterson’s (1993) argument of an increasing game schema in electoral
coverage. Rhee (1997) speaks of a strategic frame, that is, media focus
on candidates’ strategies and debate rather than on issues. Conversely, a
thematic frame report covers electoral issues. Recipients were presumed
to follow the media frame, and to, subsequently, integrate it into their
cognitions.9 One experiment concerning a mayoral election manipulated
the formal frame (strategy versus issue) and the media format (TV versus
newspaper). A pre- and posttest recorded subjects’ cognitions, that is,
‘narrative representations of campaign interpretations’ (Rhee, 1997: 35).
Subjects who received a strategy report listed more strategic and less
thematic aspects than subjects receiving an issue framed report, and vice
versa. Moreover, subjects already thinking in certain categories were
more susceptible to the corresponding media frame. Yet, findings were
only significant for print coverage.

Rhee’s (1997) study was part of a larger project carried out by Cappella
and Jamieson (1996, 1997). The first part of the project concerned
the mayoral election, the second one Clinton’s health care plans. Knowl-
edge, attitudes and political cynicism, among others, served as dependent
variables. The sequential experiment concerning the mayoral election
seemed to affirm the authors’ assumption that strategy framing leads to
political cynicism. Yet, the health care experiment did not lead to any
evidence. The authors offer some explanations. The simplest explanation
being that the stimulus had been superposed by subjects’ reception of
the actual debate on Clinton’s health care plans. Thus, future experimental studies afford issues, which were not yet covered by any media. Furthermore, the thematic frame was operationalized with a problem bias, thus causing critical attitudes. Altogether, even the findings for the election issue were hardly significant and, therefore, did not support the cynicism thesis.

Shah et al. (1996, 2001) studied effects of value-framing, which marks the crossing from formal to contents-related frames. The authors distinguished between moral and materialistic framing and measured subjects’ decisions for a political candidate. The decision was called compensatory, when subjects chose the candidate because of his position towards several issues; whereas the decision was labeled non-compensatory, when it was based on one criterion only. If subjects had read the morally-biased article, they applied corresponding standards more often than subjects reading the materialistic news report. Moreover, they were more likely to come to a non-compensatory decision.

Content-related frames. I call frames content-related if they refer to a meaning and not to some formal principle, in the way abstract frames do. For example, a formal frame would present a terrorist attack, for example, in episodic terms, whereas a content-related frame would refer to the Middle East problem or to religious conflicts, regardless of whether it is placed in an episodic mode or not.

Neuman, Just, and Crigler (1992) examined, for example, whether media and audience frames correspond. Comparisons of media and audience frames discovered similarities, but also differences, although neither could be considered not meaningful for several methodological reasons. An experiment conducted by Valkenburg et al. (1999) identified four experimental groups and one control group. Subjects had to read two articles on the Euro and on crimes. They were told to list all thoughts that came up while reading the articles (see Price et al., 1997); these thoughts were coded and factor-analyzed. Yet, it remains unclear what the relevant frames were. On the one hand, the authors manipulated four frames for the experiment; on the other hand, they identified frames from subjects’ thoughts by factor analysis. Normally, one would merely check whether subjects reading an article with, for example, a ‘conflict frame’ listed more conflict-related thoughts than other subjects (such as, for example, Price et al., 1997). Nevertheless, multivariate analysis proved that frames influenced subjects’ thoughts. Valkenburg et al. (1999), as well as Neuman et al. (1992) and Price et al. (1997) used frames, which had partially been identified in earlier content analyses;
this meets ‘original’ media coverage. However, the ‘news frames’ — for example, ‘conflict’, ‘consequences’ or ‘human interest’ — are news factors. Price et al. (1997) acknowledged the theoretical link to news factor approach, arguing that, for example, a ‘conflict frame’ would structure a story specifically. Nevertheless, these ‘news frames’ remain news factors; Price et al. (1997: 484) themselves speak of ‘news values’. In conclusion, the studies show that media users adopt news factors more easily than content-related frames. An example for such frames can be given from one of my own studies. I conducted an experiment using the issue ‘Turkey’s possible European Community membership’ and two frames. The first frame discussed the possible membership in terms of human rights; the other in economic terms. These two frames are content-specific frames and are studied by the social movement approach (e.g., Snow and Benford, 1988), or more convincing framing-effects studies.

One of them is Iyengar’s (1991) experiment concerning the Iran-Contra affair. The affair was framed differently in three experimental groups — for example, in terms of Reagan’s credibility and knowledge of the affair. The subjects were asked for the reasons why weapons had been sold to Iran. The results identified differences among the groups which were partially significant. Findings from national surveys were similar, but indicated a clear partisan bias. Park and Kosicki (1995) also observed framing effects using the Iran-Contra affair. They distinguished two categories of frames: ‘valence issues’ (e.g., Reagan’s incompetence) indicated that one could only hold a negative opinion, ‘position issues’ (e.g., arms for Lebanon hostages) indicated that subjects could have diverse opinions. The support for Reagan decreased for heavy TV viewers. To explain this, the authors drew upon content analysis data, which showed that negative valence frames dominated TV news. Yet, this conclusion is merely plausible, since data sets of content analysis and national surveys were not statistically combined.

Nelson et al. (1997) conducted an experiment on social welfare. In the first experimental group, the stimulus article frame welfare as a ‘give-away-program’. In the second group, social welfare was framed as an economic burden. The authors presumed that the poverty images activated by the first frame strongly correlated with attitudes towards welfare. Difference in correlated between experimental groups was seen as a framing effect. Correlation between images and attitudes were indeed stronger for the ‘give-away-program’ frame. Moreover, correlations were comparatively high among people with different issue knowledge. This supports the thesis that framing only alters weights of already existing cognitions.
Dependent variables: Types of framing-effects

Studies will now be classified according to dependent variables, that is, the aforementioned types of framing effects. Here, some studies that do not use the framing label will be discussed as well.

Transfer of media frames and activation of recipients’ schemata. The adoption of media-frames by recipients was examined by Neuman et al. (1992) as well as by agenda-setting researchers (e.g., Golan and Wanta, 2001). In the latter case, correlations between the frequency of attributes in coverage and in national surveys were calculated. In this case, I can raise similar objections, comparable to those that were raised for the Chapel-Hill study (McCombs and Shaw, 1972). The causal direction remains unclear and the high correlations can be ascribed to the problem of aggregate data. All studies suggest a linear correspondence of media and audience frames without discussing whether schema activation or schema transformation is involved. Furthermore, framing-effects are always an interaction of both, that is, media frames and recipients’ already existing cognitions (Scheufele, 1999a; see also Johnson-Laird, 1980, 1989).

Activation effects were explicitly examined by Price et al. (1997). In one of two experiments with two experimental and one control group, subjects were asked to list thoughts after reading stimulus articles. Subjects followed the media frame. Subjects reading an article with a conflict frame, for instance, thought more often in terms of conflict than other subjects. The authors see this as a proof for an activation of subjects’ cognitions. The aforementioned studies of Valkenburg et al. (1999) and Nelson et al. (1997) also seem to prove this type of framing-effect, yet they studied the adoption of news factors by media users rather than effects of content-related frames.

Formation and transformation of cognitions. Studies on framing have, so far, not provided any significant evidence for the type of framing-effects concerning the formation and transformation of cognitions. However, studies on information processing do give some indication for these effects. Früh (1991), for example, examined if the order in which information was presented in the lead of a news report suggested some kind of purport; this purport would, in turn, determine how subjects read the rest of the article. The experiment proved that subjects indeed followed the purport established by the information order. Furthermore, subjects did not process information at the end of the article; this in contrast to the ‘frame’ in the lead. Staab (1992) examined whether a TV news report concerning the economic situation in Eastern Germany had any impact on the recall of a news report concerning economic issues in the West. The results indicated that the economic situation in the East was less recalled than the Western story.
report on xenophobia which had been presented at the end of the evening news. Subjects who watched the economic report with a negative tenor were more likely to recall the xenophobia report. From our point of view, this finding can be explained as follows. Subjects linked the content of the reports and assumed that the economic deficits in Eastern Germany caused xenophobia. This could be considered indirect evidence for the formation of a causal cognitive link (see case 2 in Figure 3).

One report that is more convincing in terms of transformation effects, is Rhee’s (1997) aforementioned experiment on strategy framing. Subjects’ cognitions (thoughts) were measured both in a pre- and a posttest. Rhee also examined the intervention of media-framing effects by subjects’ already existent schemata. Asking subjects to write letters about the mayoral election cognitions were measured quite comprehensive. Shah et al. (1996, 2001) considered subjects’ value standards as an intervening factor in their experiment on value framing.

*Attitudinal and emotional changes.* The majority of the studies outlined so far focus on media-framing influencing attitudes, emotions or decisions of recipients. Most studies examine opinions on political candidates. Second level agenda-setting studies (e.g., Golan and Wanta, 2001; McCombs, Shaw, and Weaver, 1997) compare candidates’ ‘affective attributes’ covered in the media and listed by respondents. The study of Park and Kosicki (1995) leads to more convincing results. They examined the impact of ‘valence’ and ‘position issues’ on respondents’ opinions of Reagan. Media frames appeared to have some influence, but partisanship and images of the president were more influential.

Iyengar’s (1991) experiments on episodic and thematic framing indicated *spill-over effects* from issue-related attribution on further judgment. The presidential performance, for instance, was rated more negatively if poverty was considered a societal problem. But the best predictor for opinions on Reagan was, again, partisanship. The experiment on the Iran-Contra affair also proved spill-over effects. Reagan’s foreign politics, for instance, were appreciated less when the respondent considered Reagan responsible for the selling of arms to Iran. Iyengar’s (1991) findings as well as those provided by Shah et al. (1996, 2001) suggest what I call a *two-step-model*. As sketched above, the media first activate certain recipients’ cognitions, which alters attitudes or determines voting decisions. Nelson et al. (1997) examined framing-effects on issue-related opinions, whereas Iyengar and Simon (1993) explored respondents’ support for military action respectively diplomacy in the Gulf War. And even political cynicism could be seen as an attitudinal effect of media-
framing, if the findings of Cappella and Jamieson (1997) would have been significant. Finally, media-framing also seems to have an impact on recipients’ emotions and affects, as proved by Price et al. (1997).

Methodological and empirical conclusions

From a synoptical perspective, the studies discussed so far allow for four major conclusions concerning methods and measurement:

(1) *Field studies* combining content analysis and survey data often rely on aggregate data (e.g., Golan and Wanta, 2001); therefore, they suffer from ecological fallacy. Furthermore, some studies (e.g., Park and Kosicki, 1995) do not converge data sets. Cross-lagged panels or time-series analysis, which allow for causal interpretations, are completely missing.

(2) *Experiments* often use real stimuli (e.g., Cappella and Jamieson, 1997; Price et al., 1997; Valkenburg et al., 1999); these stimuli meet media coverage much more than artificial stimuli. However, stimuli sometimes vary with regard to other attributes (e.g., Iyengar, 1991). Effects due to cumulative and consonant framing still require empirical examination; sometimes, however, the stimulus is presented sequentially least (e.g., Iyengar, 1991; Rhee, 1997).

(3) *Recipients’ cognitions* are often explored by combinations of thought-listing and subsequent content or factor analyses (e.g., Price et al., 1997; Rhee, 1997; Shah et al., 1996; Valkenburg et al., 1999). Such procedures exceed the limited attribute-related questions of national surveys (e.g., Golan and Wanta, 2001).

(4) Exploring recipients’ schemata in pretests (e.g., Rhee, 1997; Nelson et al., 1997) activates these schemata. Such priming makes them more accessible, which may cause an overlay of the framing-effect. A Solomon-plan could perhaps control for such ‘double-measurement’. Nevertheless, this problem cannot be solved easily.

From an empirical perspective, the findings of the studies outlined here allow for two major conclusions:

(1) *Intervening variables.* While agenda-setting research has provided evidence for intervening variables (McCombs et al., 1997), more evidence is required with regard to framing-effects. Some recipient factors seem to be important; i.e., political attitudes, expertise and activity (Iyengar, 1991; Park and Kosicki, 1995; Nelson et al., 1997), issue-related opinions and schemata (e.g., Rhee, 1997; Nelson et al.,
1997), and value standards (Shah et al., 1996). Print coverage seems to have stronger effects (e.g., Cappella and Jamieson, 1997), but effects also seem to depend on the issue under study (e.g., Iyengar, 1991).

(2) Two-step-model. Many studies (e.g., Früh, 1991; Rhee, 1997; Valkenburg et al., 1999) support an interaction of media-frames and recipients’ schemata. Moreover, several findings (e.g., Iyengar, 1991; Park and Kosicki, 1995; Nelson et al., 1997; Price et al., 1997; Shah et al., 1996) suggest what I called a two-step-model. In the first step, media-framing influences cognitions (schema activation, formation and transformation). In the second step, media-framing has an impact on recipients’ judgments, attitudes, opinions, emotions and decisions.

Shortcomings and suggestions

A theoretical and a methodological critique has to be supplemented by some constructive methodological suggestions.

Experiments and field studies

Most experiments determine framing effects directly after the presentation of the stimulus. This, however, does not lead to any objective judgment or decision. It would be more valid to, for example, record dependent variables one week after the stimulus presentation. Furthermore, most experiments present the frame just once. Such designs may serve activation effects. All other types of framing effects (formation, transformation and attitudinal effects) are rather middle or long term and need sequential stimulus presentation, as suggested by, for example, Iyengar (1991). In conclusion, one-time presentation of the experimental frame stimulus is appropriate in most cases, since almost all studies focus on temporal activation effects.

Solutions for further problems can only be sketched here. First, one cannot simply theoretically define how abstract or specific a recipient’s schema should be. If one wants to identify respondents’ schemata from their answers to a thought-listing task, one has to define the level of abstraction empirically (see also footnote 2). Second, most experimental stimuli are news factors rather than frames (e.g., Price et al., 1997; Rhee, 1997; Valkenburg et al., 1999). Here, content analyses would be of great help to create stimuli meeting ‘original’ media-frames. Indeed, Price et al. (1997) and Valkenburg et al. (1999) realized this, although they focused on news factors rather than on content-specific frames. Third, experiments on formal frames hardly control for any diffusion between...
the frame and content — for example, with regard to the characteristics of the victims presented (Iyengar, 1991). For this purpose, a *multi-factorial design* would be meaningful. An experiment on an issue, such as terrorism, could manipulate, first, the formal frame (e.g., episodic versus thematic) and, second, the content-related frame (e.g., ‘religious fanaticism’ versus ‘Middle East politics’). Finally, *transformation effects* (see Table 1) require repeated stimuli and measurement of the dependent variables.

With regard to *field studies*, panel designs meet cumulative and consonant coverage. Yet, two critical observations should be added. First, national surveys continuously explore *opinions*. Changes in respondents’ opinions can be compared to changes in media-framing. Cross-lagged panels or time-series analyses would allow causal interpretations. However, media use should be captured in order to minimize the problem of aggregate data as discussed in the context of agenda-setting.

Second, field studies have some limitations in regard to the analysis of *cognitions*. The agenda-setting question is routinely asked in national surveys. Respondents’ issue-related schemata cannot be identified through such a simple question. Thought-listing (Price et al., 1997) would be appropriate; this, however, is not applicable to continuous polling. An alternative would be to identify respondents’ schemata whenever media-framing shifts significantly. Unfortunately, shifts in coverage can only be observed afterwards. This would require an examination of respondents’ schemata retrospectively which, however, is not possible.

A routine examination of recipients’ schemata is difficult. Still, a *standard instrument* could be developed to analyze more ‘routine issues’ such as elections or wars. Developing such an instrument for elections requires a meta-analysis; this instrument could be based on previous studies that have used a thought-listing method of data collection. A synopsis of all thought-lists in election studies could result in a catalogue of schemata. This catalogue would, then, apply to elections, campaigns and candidates and could be translated into standard items for national surveys (Scheufele, 2003: 225).

*Tendency, frame-elements and media characteristics*

Future studies should examine if and to what extent the framing and evaluation of an issue interact. Presumably, there will be stronger effects for ‘valence frames’ (Park and Kosicki, 1995), that is, for frames with a corresponding *tendency* (see Scheufele, 2003: 82)\(^{10}\). Moreover, cumulative and consonant media-framing together with a distinct tendency can bring recipients to establish a link between cognition and attitude (formation effect: see Table 1).
Most framing-effect studies operationalize media frames one-dimensionally; this implies an orientation towards ‘prospect theory’. Surprisingly, valid arguments from the public discourse or social movement approach are completely ignored. These two approaches (e.g., Gamson, 1992; Gamson and Modigliani, 1989; Snow and Benford, 1988) define several frame-elements — for example, problem definition, causal reasoning, solutions or values. It is assumed, however, that a consistent relation between all frame-elements is necessary to create a powerful perspective. From my point of view, some frame-elements can be more effective than others, depending on the issue. For instance, in case of disasters, causal and responsibility considerations dominate. In these cases causal framing can be more powerful. In the case of scandals, political standards or social norms are violated. Hence, value framing may be more effective. Future research should also compare framing effects of controversial issues and framing effects of routine issues. In the latter case, recipients’ cognitions should intervene media-framing — as suggested by findings on chronic accessibility in cognitive psychology (see Higgins, 1989). In conclusion, I call for an integration of the macroscopic sociological public discourse and social movement approach (e.g., Gamson, 1992; Gamson and Modigliani, 1989; Snow and Benford, 1988) and the microscopic psychological framing effects approach. The first approach on framing lacks convincing empirical evidence for media effects, while the framing effects approach fails to explain framing effects beyond the psychological micro-level and shows deficits with regard to the frame stimuli as well. Furthermore, the framing effects approach leaves open theoretical potential as well as methodological chances.

Finally, characteristics of news reporting should be considered in more detail. Psychological findings indicate, for instance, that recipients draw more inferences from thematically consistent texts (Schnotz, 1985). If this is applied to the concept of framing, the conclusion can only be that the degree of frame consistence could strengthen framing effects; maybe even a threshold value could be detected. Specific effects are probable for the visual format (Scheufele, 1999a, 2001); some studies have shown that recipients judge politicians on the visual image that is presented in the media (e.g., Baggaley, 1980; Spignesi and Shor, 1981). Moreover, a verbal and a visual frame can take an additively or divergently effect. Especially the main characteristic of television, that is, the sequential presentation of (moving) pictures suggests framing respectively priming effects. One should ask whether television frames are ‘proactive’ or even ‘retrospective’. Effects of visual frames have rarely been examined, even though many studies (e.g., Entman 1991; Gamson Modigliani, 1989;
Pan and Kosicki, 1993) emphasize the importance of visual framing. The few exceptions concern case studies (e.g., Gamson and Modigliani, 1989), focus on visual presentations in print media only (e.g., by counting the number of political cartoons; see Entman, 1991) or provide hermeneutic reasoning than quantitative findings (e.g., Kress and van Leeuwen, 1998).

This leads me to the following conclusions in regard to the theorizing on framing (statement 1), empirical evidence (statements 2 to 4) and methodological aspects (statements 5 to 7):

(1) I distinguished four types of framing effects, that is, activation, transformation, formation, and attitudinal effects. Most studies provide evidence for the first and fourth effect.

(2) Studies on attribute agenda-setting (e.g., Golan and Wanta, 2001) do not examine framing-effects but rather focus on valence priming effects (see Levin et al., 1998).

(3) Recent experiments (e.g., Price et al., 1997; Rhee, 1997; Valkenburg et al., 1999) examine effects of news factors on recipients’ thoughts rather than effects of content-specific frames. So far, only studies on viewing (e.g., Iyengar, 1991; Nelson et al., 1997) provide empirical evidence for effects of content-related frames.

(4) Therefore, the framing effects approach should focus more on content-related frames, which are discussed in detail by public discourse and social movement (e.g., Gamson, 1992; Gamson and Modigliani, 1989; Snow and Benford, 1988).

(5) Framing approach still lacks a longitudinal design within the area of field studies, and repeated stimuli in experiments, with the exception of Iyengar (1991), while these are basic requirements for the study of formation and transformation effects. Furthermore, other media characteristics, such as the tendency of coverage, visual format, etc., also require further examination in terms of framing effects.

(6) Some experiments (e.g., Iyengar, 1991; Neuman et al., 1992; Price et al., 1997; Valkenburg et al., 1999) partly meet real reception situations by using original media material for experimental design. However, a larger number of field studies – such as the one presented by Park and Kosicki (1995) – should be conducted. The surveys conducted so far mostly rely on second level agenda-setting assumptions; in this article I have criticized various of these for several reasons.

(7) Recipients’ cognitions are often explored by using a thought-listing method (e.g., Price et al., 1997; Rhee, 1997; Shah et al., 1996; Valkenburg et al., 1999); this method leads to much more profound ana-
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lyzes compared to questions asked in national surveys (e.g., Golan and Wanta, 2001). The instruments of thought-listing and open-ended questions should be adopted by future research.

Notes

1. With these levels we go beyond other classifications (e.g., Scheufele, 1999).
2. One might argue now that the schema theory also distinguishes between a general schema (e.g., for furniture) and sub-schemas (e.g., for chairs, desks). Thus, a frame would simply be sort of a major schema. I reject this objection for several reasons. First, sub-schemas are applied to a sub-set (e.g., chairs) of the same class of objects as the general schema (e.g., furniture). In contrast, the schemata setting up a frame refer to different classes of objects or relations. Second, schema hierarchies equate the issue and the frames applied to the issue. Two simple consideration prove that a distinction between issue and frame is necessary: The same frame can be applied to different issues. And different frames can be applied to one and the same issue (Scheufele, 2003). Finally, schema hierarchies also confuse the borders of internal schema structure and external links between schemata for different object classes. All these problems require a pragmatic solution such as the one provided here. I do not deny that my terminological solution also raises some problems. If one wants to extract recipients’ schemata from their answers in questionnaires, one cannot simply fix the schema level theoretically. Instead, one should take the most frequent level of all answers from one recipient as a criterion for his or her schema level (also see Scheufele, 2001b, 2003).

3. One might argue against the schema theory that, first, the schema theory is criticized for its static view on cognition. Indeed, theories of parallel distributed processing (McClelland and Rumelhart, 1986) meet cognitive dynamics much better. Yet, they mostly cannot be operationalized for complex aspects of communication approach such as media content and more elaborate information processing. Furthermore, it has been argued that the existence of schemata could not be falsified at all. In other words, one can hardly find any results which can not be explained by schema theory (Alba and Hasher, 1983; Fiske and Taylor, 1991). Yet, this objection can be raised for other constructs such as ‘attitude’ or ‘role’ as well. In terms of measurement schema, concepts continue to be more practicable than, for example, theories of parallel distributed processing.

4. Even recent literature overviews (Peter, 2002) do not see this crucial point. Besides, Peter (2002) does not go far beyond the seminal work of Higgins and colleagues (e.g., Higgins and Brendl, 1995).

5. Furthermore, coverage probably not only primes on an issue, but also on certain tendencies, respectively evaluations (Pan and Kosicki, 1997: 10ff.).

6. Noelle-Neumann (1973; Noelle-Neumann and Mathes, 1987) as well as the cultivation approach (e.g., Gerbner Morgan and Signorielli, 1999; Signorielli and Morgan, 1990) comprehend cumulative and consonant news reporting as a crucial condition for powerful media effects as well.


9. Here, Rhee (1997) relies on the concept of mental models mentioned above.

10. A similar argument was provided by De Vreese and Boomgarden (2003).
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